ISSUE 45, AUTUMN 2020

Dear Reader,
Welcome to the 45th issue of From Glasgow To Saturn. In these
disrupted and distanced times we find ourselves hyper-conscious of history
happening, right now, and alert to the details of our surroundings. This
appears present in much of the writing we have collected into this edition;
many of these pieces came to us stamped with dates, linked to times, or with
an attention to the textures and tensions often overlooked in our lives. We
hope you find them as enjoyable and interesting as we did.
We also wanted to share with you some things that have been helping
us through the past few months, and which might aid you as we move into
Autumn and Winter…
Jack: If you have access to Netflix, get thee to Schitts Creek, it is gently
hilarious, heartwarming, and Moira Rose will go down as one of the greatest
comic characters in TV history. I wouldn’t normally be seen dead
recommending exercise, but practicing yoga really can make you feel
better—pair it with any of the albums of Laura Marling or The Wailin’
Jennys, and you’re heading for harmony. Finally, Seán Hewitt’s debut
collection T
 ongues of Fire contains some of the most beautifully formed
personal nature writing I’ve read in this or any year.
Siobhan: If I’m being honest, listening to Hozier’s W
 asteland, Baby! on
repeat got me through the first month or two of lockdown. Pairing the end of
the world with gentle guitar and beautiful lyrics is a balm to the soul. If you’re
struggling to focus on books, try rereading an old favourite; I worked through
all of Tamora Pierce’s Tortall books over the summer, because anything where
I c ouldn’t see the twist coming was just too stressful. If you’re up for something
new, Tamsyn Muir’s Gideon the Ninth and N.K. Jemisin’s The City We
Became are books I’m currently obsessed with—space necromancers on the
one hand, urban avatars on the other. And this may sound overly simple, but
go on a walk every day, if you can. Five minutes. Ten minutes. It might be

gloomy out—go on a walk anyway. At least poke your head out the door. Find
some plants or birds to look at, if you can. Learn their names. The more you
know about a place and the creatures that live there, I find, the easier it is to
feel at home. Most importantly, be gentle with yourself. You’re doing great.
Cheyenne: Hermit who loves long distance here! Regular and sometimes
surprise calls with loved ones help immensely, especially while eating meals or
chores I’d normally do with or around them. Along with my usual bucketsful
of online gaming, I learned about Libby and other library apps that have been
making it much easier to feed my appetite for books without having to go out.
I’ve also gotten my hands on Tamsyn Muir’s Gideon the Ninth, local writer
Oliver Langmeade’s D
 ark Star and M
 etronome, and T
 he Wicked & The Dead
by Melissa Marr. On top of that, I tried some new things adjacent to my
interests (folk metal this time) and got into some of Glasgow’s folk musicians
by chance like Jarlath Henderson. Certainly a change of pace for a fan of metal
and trance techno, which I’ve found refreshing and exciting. I’ve also gotten
into old hobbies again that have a tangible product, like drawing, so when I’ve
done a new portrait, I can remind myself I have made something new with my
time and feel like I accomplished something.
Sofia: As a Canadian who got to spend nine months in Glasgow before having
to practically flee back to Canada in May, I’ve been getting reacquainted with
Canadian content this summer and fall, and I would highly recommend you
try it too! As Jack mentioned, S chitt’s Creek, from CBC, is a must-watch, but
why not read some Canadian literature while you’re at it? In September, I
devoured the first two books of Eden Robinson’s Trickster s eries in two days:
Son of a Trickster a nd Trickster Drift. It’s a gritty, real, and sometimes very
sweet story of an Indigenous teenager in Northern British Columbia who
learns his father is the Trickster figure—and a TV show based on the series has
just debuted on CBC! Other than that I’ve been listening to a lot of podcasts:
Radio Rental, with its perfect spooky stories; I s This For Real, a show
investigating policing in Edmonton, Alberta; and Girls Like Us, which is made

for those of us who read The Clique b
 ooks religiously as young girls and are
now permanently messed up because of it (but in a fun way). I’ve been
escaping into TV, podcasts, books, but, I don’t know, I think that’s okay right
now.
Roslyn: Over the past few months, I’ve surprised myself by picking up a
bunch of new hobbies including journaling, watercolour, and embroidery!
Focussing my weird energy into something creative has helped keep me sane. I
totally endorse trying something new and fun, with no added pressure. It
means you can start gifting people your creations, too, once you no longer
know what to do with your mountains of Twin Peaks themed cross-stitch.
When there’s a break in the bad weather, go outside! Even a bad weather walk
can be inspiring. Reading-wise, I’ve been loving R
 asputin and Other Ironies by
the nineteenth-century Russian aristocrat, Teffi, who lived a pretty colourful
life. Since it’s spooky-season, A
 Spell in the Wild: A Year (and Six Centuries)
of Magic by Alice Tarbuck feels appropriate. I’ve been listening to Kurt Vile’s
Speed, Sound, Lonely EP on repeat, especially its first track ‘Speed of the Sound
of Loneliness’ which isn’t as sad as it seems… also everything released by Late
Night Tales is worth a listen. They’re compilations curated by different artists
like Belle and Sebastian, Jon Hopkins and David Shrigley and there’s always
something new to discover.
Please stay safe and inspired,
Jack Bigglestone | Cheyenne Heckermann | Siobhan Mulligan
Sofia Osborne | Roslyn Potter
co-editors
For those who can and would like to support future issues of From Glasgow to Saturn,
we have information on our website on how to make a donation in lieu of purchasing
a print edition.
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Anticipating ‘Graduation’ 2020
Louis Allen
Ambulance go creepy in a night-time, ambulance go unimpressed.
Can't call it what it is if it isn’t, and it isn't,
So go agog, go menace;
Go do it, in the stair-stairs.
Heard new ones, seen the new ones, read the patents in Chinese.
Didn't need to hear that, and wasn't needed to know it.
Now everyone Faust, now him everyone cry.
Called-called it 120, 150, 460
All the numbers, and the numbers,
Are the numbers, in the place.
Little numbers in the air,
In the up-most sphere,
Called that ATMOSPHERE
And are stuck within it,
Like umbrella for the rain-out.
And all went down to the arena with our bits, and coats;
Representative of the able,
A delegation from the better,
Emissaries from the real world.
Always looking put together,
Like models, or a book.
Wearing justification upon our faces,
Transit papers in our eyes,
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The 'onus' in the bones of our wrists,
Underneath watch straps, third-hand bracelets,
All manner of leathers and metals and birthday monies and graduation
presents and any kind of excuse;
This and that and here we are and - it's mine and - give ME the money
I know it’s in here, I can see it,
Imbued as raptures on all the walls.
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Relaxing At Home | Carolyn Hashimoto
10

june, 2019
Lizzie McCreadie
sometimes you leave fat suet in the garden
and brute crows get there before goldfinches.
best not fill the coop with plump
birds and play the fool about foxes.
must have drank too much red wine,
lined the insides and got them all tannic:
you know these things f eed off hormones?
hard to taste the citrus in cheap sangria
but you know it’s there. some tumours
are bigger than others.
gulls are found in all sorts of climates,
see them snatch the windfall harvest
from Stornoway to Catalunya:
salted chips and ripe blood oranges.
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body percussion for beginners, 2017
Lizzie McCreadie
“your body hurts me / as the world hurts God”
Sylvia Plath
after dinner we take our drums out to the garden,
battering their skins in the shadow of the manse.
all the trees here have trunk-holes
for creatures to live in.
i play at time travel: the wisteria wall is the rockface
of your tenement and i
am drumming us awake.
you bare your white teeth at me, shrug a t shirt on
and follow the procession as i command it:
past the fountain, the clinic, the coffee shop.
i make us stop outside the church on the corner,
panting again like hounds:
get
my body
back
this is a ritual for remembering.
you follow me down the sweep
of my gullet, reciting my cells by name,
warm foreign bodies for
every organ you reach.
your airway makes a metronome. listen when i tell you
i just want you to lick
the breath of change from my face.
the pulp
the pulp
the pulp
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August
Madalena Daleziou
You know he is coming because he tastes like roses
though his two younger brothers loved them so much
they burnt them all, leaving him nothing but
rainless fields and a handful of early grapes.
Not that it matters; he is used to loving what is not his:
The boy's sunburnt skin, soon to turn pale again,
the salt drying out the girl's braids, the overripe cherries
he turns into candy or liquor with the most melancholic taste.
He is used to being liminal, the third but oldest brother,
heavy from the warm humid air, too tired to be bitter.
Perhaps that’s why his moon is the most beautiful of the year.
He is the heartbreaker with the huge sad eyes.
We used to drink him to the bone like sour berry juice
and mourn him in cracked watermelon kernels
or pineapples that ate our insides and then we
wondered why the last cicadas' cries are never mournful.
Are you sure they are not? Our own songs might sound
happy to one who does not know the meaning of the words.
The wires birds sit on, black shapes against the pink sky,
might be branches to a stranger, a thousand years from now.
He is the charmer, carrying a pink backpack
full of empty promises. Thirty-one days, he says
in his sing-song voice, then the island winds
will carry him away. He only takes what figs
we failed to steal and the echoes of unlawful kisses
and the excess of ice from cracked glasses in beach bars.
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You last longer than ice, so you believe his promise:
if you survive long enough, he will be gone
and you will live forever. You forget how he
sometimes drags himself until mid-autumn just
to haunt you, for drinking in his sunset promises.
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My Grandmother’s Hands
Madalena Daleziou
My grandmother was a pillow
when I was two. Flowery fabric
and baby powder, softness to
bury your cheek in, safe—
her hands are a different story.
Take the meatball from her hand
but don’t touch the palm, it’ll scratch you—
it’s not the wrinkles, not exactly, perhaps
not the burns either nor the cracks of
too much dishwashing soap—
it is the stories.
It is one thing to hear of the cave
and the scorpions, the doll in the street
that could explode in your arms,
St. George ascending the stairs
of the fortress town on the hill
armed to the bone, sword dripping red—
but to watch it all, shivering without
gloves, digging graves with your nails
because soon there won’t be room
for the bodies, to see the rider with
his bloody sword and think
‘he’s trying but it’s not enough, let me
be the dragon instead, let me end this’;
that’s a different story.
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It is one thing to pass by the ruins
of the textile factory, to peep in
and see the window of the other side
because there is no inside any longer—
but to bury your hands in soft
cotton and silks you shall never wear
resurfacing harder each time,
remembering schoolbook tales
of princesses saved from dragons,
but only to tear the lying pages
and get papercuts in the process;
no one writes about this.
Look at your hands, the callus on your
middle finger and your deformed thumb,
what have you been scribbling again?
Wash your hands, they are full of ink,
put more cream, do you want hands
like your grandmother’s?
Do you want to scratch your children
just by holding them—
I don’t want to hold any children
I only want to tell them stories, but
how can I tell a girl that she can triumph
over old men with stiff gold hands
or enemies a million times smaller than
a human and all the more invisible?
How can I, when all the dragons
are gone and I feel I can’t win?
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The more my hands are buried
in antibacterial soap and sanitiser,
the more times I cook my own food with
only minor burns, the more skin comes off
(but no scales to replace it)
the deeper I dig in my purse for coins
the more I place my wrist on bags of
frozen peas to ease its scribbling pain—
I search my grandmother’s hands as if
they hold a key, to free the last dragon;
but the more I hear about survival
the less I understand it.
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What You Find in the Kudzu
Cooper Anderson
It was my dad who taught me about kudzu. How it could kill just about
anything if you left it alone long enough. That it grew so fast you could
actually hear the vines reaching out for something to wrap itself around.
That’s how it kills. Strangles the life out of anything it touches. Plants, trees,
entire ecosystems if it had its way. That’s where my dad and I come in.
“You can’t just hose it down with weed killer like those S.O.B.’s do
over at Sunny Side Landscaping,” Dad explained as we marched down the
wooded path. “Even if all those chemicals didn’t kill whatever it was they
were trying to save; they’d still have to pull all the dead vines down
afterward. Nope, our way’s better. Just rip it all down at once.”
We’d been hired by someone at the mayor’s office to clear out some
old government building deep in the backwoods of Johnston County.
Apparently, it was an old research building whose funding dried up when
the gas crisis of ’73 hit. They wanted to reissue the building for storage, but
they needed all the kudzu that had taken over the area gone first.
It was a little past eight in the morning and the sun was still working its
way into the sky.
“It’s Japanese you know,” said Dad a few minutes later.
“What is?” I asked, distracted by cold October air.
Fall was always an annoying time of year to work. The mornings were
freezing but by twelve o’clock you were sweating through your thermals.
“Kudzu,” he continued. “It’s Japanese. Introduced in 1876 at the
Centennial Exposition up there in Philly.”
“Right.”
“Well think about it. Despite humanity’s best efforts this plant has not
only survived the last hundred or so years, but it’s also managed to spread
out all over the east coast and beyond. Hell, you could probably find it
down in Mexico if you knew where to look.”
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“What’s your point?”
I switched the heavy cooler with our lunches from one hand to the
other.
“No point really. I just don’t trust something that determined is all.”
Thirty minutes later we found the building. The path opened up to a
man-made clearing the size of a football field and what we saw then made us
stop in our tracks.
Every inch of the upper canopies in the surrounding trees were covered
with kudzu. Interlacing vines that cascaded down like still green waterfalls,
spilling out across the ground, forming an emerald carpet of leaves where a
small square-shaped building stood alone at its center. It, too, had been
claimed by the vines.
“Christ! It’s going to take us days to clear all this out,” said Dad as he
put down the pair of loppers he’d been carrying. He unhooked the cell
phone clipped to his belt and dialed a number. As it rang, he started
mumbling to himself.
“Call me out to the middle of nowhere…paid after the job’s
done…two-man job my ass…”
Puffs of warm breath filled the air around me as I tried to make out
what colour the building was. A few seconds later Dad hung up the phone.
“Great. That’s just great,” he grunted, clipping the phone back onto
his belt.
“Nobody answer?”
“God dang politicians. They’re all the same.”
“You want to head back?” I asked, missing the warmth of our Chevy.
He looked out over the clearing then back down the path we’d just
walked.
“Nah, we can at least do the building today. If they want us to come
back tomorrow, they’ll just have to pay us upfront for it.”
We put on our work gloves and cleared a small trail leading from the
door of the building to the main path, piling the ripped-up vegetation on
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either side. With the loppers, I cut away at the vines surrounding the door.
They fell to the ground like used rags. I bent down to pick them up when
something sharp stabbed me through my work glove. I gave a sharp yelp as I
reeled back in pain.
“Something get ya?” asked Dad, who had seen his share of snakes on
the job.
“I don’t know,” I said, inspecting my hand.
A small hole had punctured through the center palm of my glove. I
poked at it with a finger for a bit, but it wasn’t until I felt the warm dribble
of liquid running down to my elbow did I realize I was bleeding.
“Something got me alright.”
I removed the glove to a mess of sticky crimson. Dad gave me a small
bottle of antiseptic spray and a bandage. While I wrapped my hand, Dad
went over to the pile of vines still by the door.
“Found the culprit.”
He bent down and plucked a small raven skull from the pile.
“Poor thing. Must’ve gotten tangled up by accident.”
He tossed the skull over to me. It was smooth to the touch and
yellowed with grime. The beak was wide open, like it had died screaming
somehow. I studied the skull a bit longer then placed it into one of the cargo
pockets of my work pants. I could hang it from the rearview mirror of the
Chevy when we got back.
“Best to start inside and work our way out, don’t you think?” Dad
asked, then kicked the door in with the heel of his boot. A mountain’s worth
of pale brown pollen tumbled down from the ceiling, covering him entirely.
He hacked and coughed as he fanned the air around him, trying to clear it as
best he could. His eyes were coated with the stuff, so I wetted a handkerchief
with the water from our cooler and handed it to him.
“Thank god I’m so pretty,” he sputtered, still scooping dust from his
eyes. “Cause I damn sure ain’t smart” and he began to laugh.
“You alright?”
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“Just give me a minute to catch my breath. Why don’t you go in and
get started without me? I’ll be along.”
The entire building reeked of mold. I had to breathe through my
mouth it was so bad, and even then, I could still taste the mildew in the back
of my throat. Vines dangled through cracks of crumbling ceiling tiles while a
layer of dead leaves crunched against the aging linoleum. There were only
three rooms in the entire building. The main room I was in, a single toilet
bathroom, and what I assumed was some sort of office off to the left. The
door was closed so I couldn’t be sure.
The only furniture in the place was a row of shelves against the far wall
where a few dozen jars rested on top. Each jar had their own specimen of
dark green kudzu sealed inside. Curious, I walked over and picked one up.
There didn’t appear to be anything special about it. Just a small
clipping of vine with a few leaves attached. A label had been placed on its
side but exposure to the elements had left it unreadable. I went back to the
shelf, hoping to find a label that was a little more legible when a small ticking
sound echoed around me. Like a finger tapping the glass of a fish tank.
I glanced around the room for a bit but didn’t find anything. Then I
looked down at the jar in my hand. Coiling like a viper, the vine twisted in
on itself, and with more force than I’d have thought possible, it lashed out at
the side of the jar. Right where my hand had been cut a moment ago.
I quickly put the jar back on the shelf and stepped away. It didn’t stop,
though. The vine kept striking at the glass, fighting to be free. Soon other
specimens from other jars began attacking the insides of their containers.
Some so hard their jars began to wobble.
“Dad,” I shouted towards the open door, not taking my eyes off the
shelves. “Dad, come in here and look at this.”
I heard him come in a second later and as I turned towards him a hand
seized me by the throat, pushing me up against the wall. Panic coursed
through me like ice water and it wasn’t until I stopped breathing entirely did
I see the horror that was now my dad.
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His skin was no longer the dark tan of someone who worked outside
but was instead a deep shade of throbbing purple. Veins bulged in his neck
and forearms as he squeezed with all his might and I could feel the rough
calluses of his fingertips pressing down on my windpipe.
Bloodshot eyes stared down at me as I clawed at his face, cutting him
across the cheek, desperate to free myself from his grip but no matter what
he wouldn’t let go. Darkness started to fill the corners of my vision when
out of nowhere he spun on his heel and hurled me into the office, shattering
the door to pieces.
Another landslide of pollen fell from the ceiling on top of me as I
gasped for air. Eyes blinded by grit, I got back to my feet, steeling myself for
another attack. I waited but nothing came. I spat into my hands a few times
and did my best to clean out my eyes. They were already beginning to itch.
When I could see again, Dad was just standing there in the doorway.
Calm as anything. Trails of blood oozed down his cheek from where I’d
scratched him.
“Dad, what’s going…” I began to say but something moved beside me,
and I saw then what was waiting for me inside this room.
A row of hanged corpses swayed from the ceiling like slabs of meat in a
freezer. Eight of them in total. Each more rotted down than the last. One of
them, the one closest to me, had a City Hall I.D. tag and a cell phone
clutched between his waxy fingers. The battery was almost dead, but the
screen was still lit. He had missed a call recently. I recognized the number.
“We took care of them,” whispered a voice.
“Who said that?” I shouted, terrified the man from City Hall was still
alive somehow.
“We did,” said the voice. “We take care of those whom we embrace. It
is our way.”
I knew that I should’ve been terrified, that I should be running for my
life but for some reason, I could feel my fear of this place leave me. So was
the pain around my throat.
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“You can take care of me?” I asked out loud.
“It is our way.”
Warmth began to pour itself through my muscles, through my veins
and joints. I felt it cascade down my spine and blossom between my ribs.
“We will need more though,” the voice hissed.
“You will?”
An idea entered my mind and I held out a hand. Dad walked over to
me and handed me his cell phone.
“It’s alright, son,” he wheezed. “Let them take care of us.”
He sat down then and without so much as a twitch of resistance, let the
vines wrap around him and drag him away.
I didn’t know where they were taking him, but something told me not
to worry. So, I didn’t. As the scrapping sound of my father being dragged
against the floor died away, memories flitted through my head on their own
until landing on a series of numbers.
The phone rang. Then it rang again.
“Sunny Side Landscaping, this is Brenda. How may I help you today?”
I looked up. Already the vines were descending from the ceiling tiles,
wrapping themselves around me, keeping me warm from the cold outside. It
felt so good.
“Yes, how soon could you send someone out for a job?”
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, and it
Asta Kinch
is not the Sweetness (
Knee and Ass, Peach Fuzz Pajamas
) in the Leaves of the Sheets
. Is the Sugar drawing Streets
out of Paper, Fruit Flies
pulling up not much of the Day
in a tacky Vapour.
The Cake (leftover
Day with Jam, needing over
), but the clotting. Dough
lunging like Fairies toppling
the Pillow Tree, and from the Throat of
the Cornea, the Amaretto
breathing like a Patient read
at Bottom
,
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Fear and Awe
Alexandra Grunberg
Mountains rose before the car and disappeared behind it. Each peak marked
time passed and distances passed that the three travelers had never
experienced before the journey up to the Isle of Skye. They saw the light
shine on Loch Lomond as their little car teetered in the too-thin lanes. They
saw mountains painted with greens and purples like swaths of a giant
paintbrush. They saw sheep grazing inside the wide expanse of their pens,
and a few grazing outside of it. They saw a world that existed before they
were born and did not deign to recognize their existence now, or the
existence of the little car that wound its way along the paved path like a
black beetle scurrying at the feet of giants. Or at least, two of them saw this.
Wynn was trying to connect to her data.
She knew that they had no Wifi in the mountains, even if her mother
did not shout it back at her every ten minutes or so. It was obvious that this
was the land that Wifi forgot. And her mom would have killed her if she
used up all her data (why would her mom have picked a plan with so little
data when she knew they were going to the ends of the earth?), but she still
tried to connect. It was either that or listen to the constant
scratch-scratch-scratch as Heather worked on her Sunday school
assignment. Voluntary assignment.
“I’m going to kill you if you’re using up our data,” Mom said.
“I’m not!”
Mom’s eyes did not move from the road. Her arms did not move from
their frozen position. Every car heading toward them, barreling down what
still felt like the wrong side of the road, brought their car to a rolling stop.
And though the cars were fewer and fewer the further they went, Mom did
not release her grip from the steering wheel.
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“Then take your eyes off your phone,” Mom said. “We’re driving to
the edge of the world! Can’t you take a moment to enjoy it?”
Wynn did not understand how her mother could stare at the road and
still know that Wynn was staring at her phone, but she put it down anyway.
Technically, her mother was not enjoying the drive either. She couldn’t
admire the view and keep constant focus on the road, but Wynn didn’t feel
like telling her that. She knew her mom was afraid. So she tried to focus on
the view, the same view, it seemed, for at least an hour, maybe more, maybe
for an eternity. The same big mountain, getting bigger and bigger. The same
sheep, just with varying degrees of fluff. And the same purple flowers lining
the road. Heather.
“Your ass is grass,” Wynn whispered, elbowing her sister.
“Stop it!” Heather said.
“Stop it!” Mom echoed, though Wynn knew she didn’t see or hear
what happened.
Heather went back to her scratch-scratch-scratch.
“Why are you even working on that?” Wynn asked. “You won’t be able
to hand it in until we get back, and that’s going to be weeks from now.”
“If I finish it now, I won’t worry about it later,” Heather said, quoting
Mom.
“You don’t have to finish it at all. It’s voluntary work!”
“Leave your sister alone,” Mom snapped.
“Why aren’t you telling her to enjoy the view?” Wynn asked. “She’s
keeping her head down, too.”
“Heather, enjoy the view.”
Heather kept scratching in her notebook.
She was five years younger than Wynn, but she did her work with a
monogrammed pen, because Mom had a monogrammed pen and she was a
miniature adult, or at least, a miniature Mom. Wynn did most of her school
work in pencil. She did not make many mistakes, but she was terrified that
she would.
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Wynn thought she could see sheep on the side of a mountain, hanging
on at an impossible angle, but they could have been white rocks jutting out
of the mountainside. She did not like to think of the sheep balancing like
that. It seemed too dangerous. Someone should have been watching them or
corralling them to a safer place to graze.
“What’s so important that you have to keep scratching like that?”
Wynn asked.
It didn’t really bother her now. It was a nice distraction from worrying
about the sheep, but berating Heather was an even better distraction and
allowed her to avoid the worrisome view.
“I’m working on fear,” Heather said.
“I thought this was for Sunday school.”
“Fear of God.”
“It can also be called ‘awe,’” Mom said, but Heather did not add that
to her scratching.
They passed by piles of stones, all stacked on top of each other, like
little totem poles.
“Oh, girls, did you see the rocks?” Mom asked.
“Missed ’em,” Wynn said.
“That’s a shame.”
Wynn thought the rocks looked ominous and invasive. She suspected
most of them were piled up like that by tourists stopping through, tromping
across the heather, taking pictures of other rocks set up by other tourists.
“God kills people all the time,” Wynn whispered. “No wonder people
are afraid of him.”
“I don’t think it’s like that,” Heather said.
“Awe is just a fancy word for fear,” Wynn said, keeping her voice down
to avoid a reprimand, though it seemed like the upcoming tight turn held all
of Mom’s attention. “When they said ‘awesome,’ they meant it more like
‘awful.’ Awe is still bad.”
“It’s not really bad.”
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“Oh, because awful things are good?” Wynn snickered.
“I think fear can be good,” Heather said. “Like when you’re standing
on the edge of a cliff, and you look down, and you’re scared. And it’s like,
you’re scared of dying, but you’re also scared of the cliff, and you’re scared
because you don’t know what’s going to happen, and it’s like you don’t
know anything, and that’s what scares you. That’s the fear that they’re
talking about. When you look down. That’s the fear of God, I think.”
There were more sheep on the side of a different mountain, standing
up at their impossible angles. They did not look afraid. But Wynn could
imagine them tumbling down, crashing, breaking into a thousand white
puffs, and it made her afraid, and Heather was wrong, it was bad.
“Your ass is grass,” Wynn whispered.
“Shut up!” Heather said.
“Leave your sister alone!” Mom said.
Wynn pulled out her phone, trying to connect to data, even though by
now she knew it was impossible. If she looked up from her phone, she was
sure she would see sheep falling off the hill like rolling rocks, a landslide of
fluffy bodies, or maybe she would just see mountains rising out of the earth
like razors, pushing up from ancient earthquakes that could happen again
any second. How could her mom not see that this tranquil atmosphere was
filled with potential violence? How could she drive on a road like a ribbon
threading a needle covered in points, a needle with one gaping eye, opening
inward like a sinking loch.
“Look at the light on the water, girls!”
Wynn did not look.
“I have to pee,” Heather said.
The world wove around them, an empty wilderness, void of human
life beyond the agriculture, and definitely void of public restrooms.
“You’ll have to wait until we hit the next town,” Mom said.
“I can’t wait.”
“What town?” asked Wynn. “We’re in the wilderness.”
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“We’ll hit another town in an hour,” Mom insisted.
“I can’t wait an hour!” Heather whined.
“Do you want the car to smell like pee?” asked Wynn.
A sign warned them that a beautiful sight was coming up, and the road
widened to give them the opportunity to take a picture. And it would have
been lovely, if it weren’t for the way the mountain rose out from the loch
like a hand trying to grab the sun and crush it in its palm.
“Okay, hop out and go,” Mom said.
“I can’t go here!” Heather scoffed. “Someone could take a picture!”
Mom was clenching and unclenching her fists, not because she was
mad or because she wanted to crush the sun, but because her fingers were
getting sore from the grip on the wheel, and Wynn knew this, but she was
still worried, maybe afraid, but she was not so afraid if she looked at her
phone.
“Are you using up data?” Mom asked.
“No, I’m looking at pictures.”
“Instead of looking at pictures why don’t you look around you?”
“I have to pee!” Heather said.
Mom sighed, closing her eyes, and she looked too tired to drive. Wynn
could see, so clearly, the car rolling down one of these rolling hills, settling
on the water like a beetle stuck on its back, slowly sinking as she watched
them, hovering over the scene, watched them all drown, including her.
“Watch the car,” Mom said.
Mom took Heather’s hand and led her down a little path into the
brush, hopefully unoccupied. Wynn was sure it was unoccupied. She was
sure that there was no one else there but them, and when Mom and Heather
disappeared around the bend of the path, she believed that they disappeared
forever, she knew that she was absolutely alone, and the worst part was how
little the absence of her mother, her sister, anyone else in the world affected
the landscape. It could swallow her and she wouldn’t even pop when she
disappeared. It would go on like none of them ever existed. It did not
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require them to see, to enjoy the view. It existed for itself. It existed not to be
seen, but to see. Wynn could not imagine how a mountain could see, but
the mountain, the big mountain that always seemed to be in their path, since
they started their journey in what resembled a city to their isolated point at
the edge of the earth, the mountain looked at her, the mountain saw her,
even if she closed her eyes, so instead, she kept them open, and she looked at
the view. She could not imagine a view like this, so much larger than
anything in her experience, than any view that her memory could conjure.
She could not imagine the view even as it was, so she could not imagine the
view being more than it seemed to be. But the view did not care what Wynn
was capable of imagining.
The mountain rose, against all of Wynn’s accepted beliefs, the
mountain rose, a great back unwinding towards the sky, and then higher,
and a head rose up as the mountain cracked its back, sore from gripping the
earth, and its mouth opened wide, then wider, like the giant thought it
could swallow the sun, and Wynn thought it could, and she thought the
world would go dark, and no one cared if she saw it or not, and no one cared
if she screamed or not, and the giant was indifferent to the noises coming
from the beetle that rested by its foot.
The giant was not there to make her fear him, and she did not fear him,
not him in particular. She feared everything, everything about the world and
the world without her in it. She feared a world at the edge of the earth where
mountains could rise from the ground into giants and sheep could stand on
the side of cliffs and look down and they weren’t afraid. And Wynn could
not see the top of the giant anymore, she could not see him at all, and she
could not imagine him, not anymore, she could barely imagine him when he
was rising, so she stopped screaming and she stopped trying to see.
She let the giant swallow the sun, and she was crying, and her tears
were thick and they tasted like salt, and with each tear the world got darker
and darker, and the view of the giant was dimmer and dimmer until he
disappeared, even when she wiped the tears away. They were thick on her
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fingers, and they stained her skin red, but she could not see the blood, no
more than she could see the giant of Skye.
“Look at the view!” Mom said, her voice echoing in the darkness.
“Look at the view, Wynn!”
“I can’t see,” Wynn said. “I can’t see.”
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Portrait of a Girl, 2015
Meagan Jennett
1.
The smell of linseed and turpentine will become something familiar, to be
held close to the chest like a hug, or a child. Today, I don’t notice them. I’m
nervous. I’m late. I’ve been in Brooklyn for a week and two days, and I am
lost on the way to his studio. Wisdom would have me take the subway, but I
am not wise, and the snarled rainbow of lines on the transit map unnerves
me. Still a creature of rolling grass fields and sunbaked clay, I was afraid of
the world below ground. So I drove.
The city is empty on Labour Day, everyone flushed out to shore; to
places called Rockaway, Hamptons, Montauk; words that mean nothing to
me yet, though I roll them around in my mouth, tasting salt. The sun is
warm, my windows are rolled down, arm hangdog out the side. I am
beginning to settle into this place that’s still so new, that I already feel will
become a home. To my eyes, the ramp up to the B-Q-E is an embrace, my
red carpet unfurling. At the top, I’m met with a stinging slap. All the traffic
in the world seems to have converged in a screaming, sizzling mess on this
suspended highway that snakes over the concrete below. Cars cut across and
behind me, screeching and honking. An exit comes up too fast and I’m in
the wrong lane and suddenly I’m down in the tunnel and rushing through
the darkness towards the light that is… Manhattan. I’ll spend my last $8.00
in cash to get back to the right side of the East River, my hands shaking as I
dig in my wallet for dimes, quarters, pennies. The toll booth attendant is
patient. She’s seen my face before, in a million travelers lost and broke in this
city that barely notices our arrival.
I’m two hours late to our appointment. A string of emails drips down
my phone screen like tickets at a lunch counter.
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I’m on my way.
Use the side door. I’ve propped it open. Are you taking the subway?
No. Driving. My GPS says 30 minutes.
… ETA??
Sorry, I’m lost! I’m still coming!
Maybe we should postpone for another day?
No, I’ll be there. I’m sorry.
Are you sure?
??
I’m sweaty and nervous. He’s sitting at his desk, annoyed. He’s used to
being annoyed with models. Art students aren’t known for being timely
creatures. But I’m not an art student and that’s why he’s hired me. He wants
something different. I’ve never done this before.
I let him speak. Here’s the couch. Sit. Stay clothed, for now. Take a
breath, relax, get used to being drawn. Be still.
I am silent. In the coming days and months, I’ll learn silence makes him
nervous. He always needs something chattering to him when he paints;
NPR or David Bowie, or if I’m there, me. So he questions, and I answer.
Who am I, why am I here, why did I reply to his ad on Craigslist, when
was the last time I had sex? Was I familiar with Gustave Courbet’s “The
Origin of the World,” or Egon Schiele’s sketches? He wanted to paint things
like that. Would I be comfortable with that? I didn’t know. The
conversation moved on. Poetry, theater, my years spent trailing behind the
musicians I’d just moved in with. Did it make me happy, to always play the
elevated groupie?
I told him I’d come to New York because I needed a fresh start, that I
wanted to write. This was the best city in the world, or so I’d heard, to be a
writer. He had a shelf of poetry books, art writing, critique. I could read
them, he said, if I wanted. Are you ready to try taking your clothes off?
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I folded them into a neat pile, shorts on bottom, bra tucked inside my
t-shirt. Even then the small act of control felt childish, silly. He let me keep
my underwear on. We would try full nude next time. Yes, there would be a
next time, he thought. He enjoyed talking to me. I was strange, and that was
interesting. Take the subway though, it’ll be easier.
I was afraid to move when he said he was done. Somewhere near the
end of his sketches, I’d felt a sort of middle school shame trickle between my
thighs. When I finally stood and he saw the blood on his white blanket, I tell
him it’s started early. That was a lie. It was the last day. I thought it was
done, had hoped it was done, didn’t want to cancel our appointment
because of my period. He folded up the blanket. It was old anyway, he’d
throw it away. Are you ok? Can you come next week? I’ll email you.
Before I leave, I ask him where he’s from. I know the question gets old,
but you have an accent. I do? Just a hint, settled beneath your words, like silt
on a riverbed. I was born in India, he says. But I wasn’t there for very long. I
didn’t realize it had stuck to me.
I’ve opened the door to leave when he tells me that my homework is to
go get laid. You’re too uncomfortable with your own body, he says. Too
closed off.
2.
I am in a man’s bed when he texts me. I hope this is Meagan. I got this
number off an email signature.
Yes, it’s Meagan.
Are you ok? H
 e meant, are you done bleeding? A
 re you ok? Does it hurt?
I know some women have pain. I don’t know how long it lasts. Yes, I’m ok, I
text him from a bed that’s not mine. The man who lies asleep next to me has
soft, brown curls, and looks good in the color yellow. He’ll drop me off at
my apartment in an hour and then I’ll never see him again; though he’ll tell
me he wants to, see me again. I want to go back to the studio.
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Come tomorrow, m
 y phone says. C
 an you come tomorrow?
After I got used to being drawn, I began asking questions. In response,
he shows me how to clean the brushes. Always wear gloves, be careful of the
chemicals. This is turpentine. This is soapy water. I was slow, and that
annoyed him. I was slow because I wanted to do things right, and I didn’t
want to hurt his belongings. When he got tired of watching me dip one
brush at a time into the jars, wipe, dip, wipe, dip, lay out in a neat line on a
paper towel, he’d take a handful himself. This is how you clean brushes, he
says. Don’t be so scared.
Next, he shows me how to stretch a canvas. Your hands aren’t strong
enough yet, he tells me, but they will be. The canvas roll is heavy and
unwieldy. It spits up a cloud of dust when I cut into it. It takes practice, it
takes time, he says, showing me how to mold the cut square around a frame.
When I ask why he doesn’t buy the pre-made canvases I’ve seen in art stores,
he scoffs. Waste of money. Too perfect. You’re such a Millennial; none of
you know how to use your hands. I bite my tongue here; he is barely a
decade older than me. Relax, he says. Watch. Still, I cannot do it. You might
be better at wrapping the paintings instead, until you’re stronger. He takes
the staple gun from me and hands me a roll of plastic wrap and tape. I
practice on blank canvases until he decides I’ve got a feel for it. The first
time I wrap one of his paintings, I’m nervous. Oil paint takes weeks to dry,
and I was afraid of smudging his work. Months later, I’ll realize the staple
gun wasn’t working for me because I’d held it too tight against the wood.
Relax. Relax. L
 et go a bit.
In December, he starts a new project. No modeling anymore. Today,
we start ripping, and tearing and kaleidoscope piecing. I’m painting the
Kama Sutra, he tells me. Does this look good? Or what about this? He
shows me the people he’s torn from the page, blue and black and pale as the
moon; we put them together and pull them apart, flip them upside down,
trade legs and arms and faces, tongues, genitals. He tacks our creations up on
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the wall and paints them while I watch. Sometimes he asks me to stand, hold
a pose. Chin lower. Hand flatter. Foot up. That’s good. Sit.
Afterwards, when he’s left the studio and I’m left with the brushes, I
spend hours flipping through the book; while shadows grow on the walls,
long and blue, like legs lost in eternal love-making.
3.
He mumbles to himself on the days he’s especially frustrated with me: I
should have hired an art student, they already know how to do this. He
threatens to fire me a few times; I walked out a few more, angry tears
streaming down my face. My father used to call me stupid, I tell him; I have
a brain injury that makes me self-conscious, makes me slow some days. I’m
sorry, he says, I get frustrated; I have a lot on my plate, it’s not your fault. At
the end of the day he’d pour Lagavulin into solo cups and we’d cheers one
another and watch the sun drown herself in the bay. Look at the colors, he’d
say, all else forgotten. Learn how to see the world. Writers need to see the
world.
4.
Winters in New York are bitter. The wind, sharpened by mile-long canyons
of buildings, cuts through me as I sit shivering on train platforms. I’ve
moved twice by January, and am now living in a closet under the hallway
stairs at a run-down duplex off the Halsey stop. Deep Bushwick, almost
Queens. A steal at a mere $300 per month. There’s no heat in my closet, the
only light comes from my phone. At night, I curl into a ball and watch Mad
Men and think Don Draper must have known how to look at the world. In
another month, I’ve moved for the third and final time. It takes two trips
through the subway to haul everything I own to my own, tiny apartment.
For the first time in six months, I have a window.
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He’s moving too, his studio. Just down the hall, but it feels like miles
after hours of carrying books and canvases, armful of brushes. In the coming
weeks, we build out his new space. Do you know how to use a screwdriver,
he asks. If I want the flathead, what would you hand me? Can you hold this
still? Very still. Y
 ou’re moving. I’m an attentive student, but also a nervous
one. No matter how long I work for him, I will always fear moving too fast,
breaking something precious. He scolds me and reassures me in equal
measure, and we begin to build something else alongside the canvas frames,
unruly stacks of sketchbooks, spare arms and legs and faces. I am beginning
to think that we might be friends.
He gave me a list. Met, MoMA, Guggenheim, Frick, Whitney, Rubin,
a string of names that sounded like friends to be introduced to at a party.
This is Whitney, he just moved here; Frick is a bit stuffy, but worth talking
to; have you seen Agnes Martin yet? I think you might like her. And Kerry
James Marshall, you would like him too. By spring, their names roll off my
tongue with ease, and I find myself speaking of them with the same
nonchalance. I got an internship at Petzel, I tell him some weeks into March.
Soon I am creeping through back hallways in a building off West 18th
Street, breathing in the woody smell of art just unwrapped, walking in
circles around the main gallery, looking, seeing. Poems spill out of me on my
lunch hour. Amidst the trash and urine and dirt, I am blossoming.
For eighteen months he threatens to fire me, and for eighteen months I
threaten to quit, but he never fired me and I never quit; and as winter broke
open to a steaming summer that curled back into winter, I watched the
world I knew blister and burst in a wash of colours, and I felt myself lifting
somewhere above the concrete of the city.
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5.
I keep the portrait he gave to me in my bedroom. In it, I am wearing my
favorite, yellow skirt, and the necklace my grandfather brought back from
Okinawa, and nothing else. My hair is long, as it has been for most of my
life. I cut it short once, and felt I had lost some piece of myself that was
central to my being. I’m vain, I know this. I’m seated, one hand draped over
my stomach, which is folded into soft rolls. The other is over my mouth. I
am a thinker in repose, emerging gently from the black behind me. I was
watching him set up the canvas to paint when he told me to freeze. He
didn’t want to paint me posed, he decided. He wanted to paint me as me.
In that June of our first year as friends, we took a trip together to the
new Met Breuer, to see the Unfinished Works of dozens of dead artists. To
say goodbye before he and his family left for a summer wandering through
soft, pine forests on the Pacific Northwest. He sketched Titian while I dove
into Turner’s wild seas. We met again in front of Rembrandt—a hazy
portrait of Hendrickje Stoffels, emerging from the dark, gazing off to one
side, a small smile on her face. She was his housekeeper, I have read. And his
model. And later, it is rumored, his wife. Often, he painted her as men have
always painted women: whether on gilded settees or lost in an embrace,
forever looking outward, aware of their gaze. My favorite portraits of her
though, are the softer ones. Moments when she’s caught wading a stream or
lost in thought, when she’s just Hendrickje as she was. Alone in the black,
looking back at a friend.
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Crindreas
Niall O
 'Gallagher
An lùib na droighne
anns an dris-choille
tha meas an fhoghair
toradh mo ghràidh
is dealt na maidne
a’ fàgail taise
a’ gleansadh air a
craiceann làn.
Tha brìgh na deirce
milse nas seirbhe
na gèire deilge
a’ stailceadh làimh’
ach dh’aindeoin bhioran
bu mhi a spioladh
is le mo bhilean
bhlaisinn àgh.
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Aibreagan
Niall O
 'Gallagher
Gum faigh thu, toradh mo ghràidh,
blas na h-aibreige òrdha
nach do dh’fhàs a-riamh air craoibh
’s nach fhaighear sa bhùth Diardaoin,
b’ fheàirrde thar gach peitseig ’s pèir
a dh’fhàsas sa lios gu lèir
meas cho anabarrach tearc
gum b’ iomchaidh e dom rùn-seirc
nach tuig g’ eil gach meas a th’ ann
na thoradh milis blàth-chrainn
ach, mas fhìor an sgeul aige,
meas milis na h-aibreige.
Chan fhaighear lorg air a brìgh
ann am faclair mòr Dwelly
’s e am fear a thig fo bhlàth
measg meangain a’ mhic-meanmna,
’s e a dh’fhàsas mòr is cruinn
air aibidil ar cànain
agus gach litir na craoibh
anns an abhall taobh ri taobh;
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duilleagan nan duilleach gorm
anns a’ ghàrradh dhlùth ’s thorach,
meacain a’ pleasgadh creige
feadh abhall na h-aibreige.
’S ann a dhèanainn dàil is àgh
fo na sgàilean a’ trusadh
aibreagan gun toir iad dhi
tlachd a teanga ’s a h-inntinn’;
gun àitichear leinn am meas
as milse na gheur-shearbhas;
gum b’ e an toradh as fheàrr
leat — an aibreag ’s i òrdha.
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Cur na Peitseige
Niall O
 'Gallagher
Là bha siud thug sinne spaid
mach leinn anns an dìle-bhàtht’;
chuir mi còta umad, teann,
an t-uisge dòrtadh na dheann,
cas nam dhòrn is ùir fom chois;
bha a’ mhire am follais
air d’aodann, faodail nad làimh.
Ghreimich thu meas cho làn sàimh
nach do dh’fhàs san dùthaich seo,
tìr na fuachd is a’ ghlas-cheò,
ach an toradh a dh’abaich
fon ghrèin bhlàith mheadhan-tìrich
is a ghlac gathan na grèin’
òir’ uile fo mhìn-chraiceann.
Bu dùil dhut gum fàsadh craobh
– trom le peitseagan ri taobh
nam feanntag, na dris-choille –
àrd an àite na droighne
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is gum buaineamaid gach meas
dh’itheamaid nar toileachas.
Tillidh tu don àit’ a chuir
sinn a’ chlach a-steach fon ùir
an dùil gum faic thu an crann
a’ fàs a’ fàs bhod chuibhrean
ach tha mo shùilean ort fhèin
ghlac nad chridhe gathan grèin’
nas treasa na clach no cnò
a’ fàs a’ fàs bhon talamh seo.
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Till Human Voices Wake Us
Sam Tegtmeyer
At once there was light and the First of Us came to be. Before them stood
The Creator, who brought his hand to the face of us, so cheek rested in
palm, and spoke the first words: “Your eyes are my eyes, your body mine.”
The First of Us heard those words and brought his hand to the face of
The Creator. The first movement brought with it the sound of metal that
had rested for an age underneath new flesh and The Creator’s cheek soon
rested in metal-blooded palm. Thus, the phrase was repeated: “My eyes are
your eyes, my body yours.”
When the last remnants of what was once man scrambled for life, The
Creator stood first and foremost among them. Not afflicted by the same
plague of indignity that was rife in his people, he sought the next step in life
while all others were resigned to their own death. For years he toiled in
creating us. He molded the first body as once his people’s body were molded
from clay or bark or stone, yet life did not come to it. He gave it a heart, yet
it did not beat. Blood, which did not flow. Nerves that remained unlit by
spark and, without it all, a body left motionless and mind left asleep. It was
the spark The Creator spent his days trying to find. He knew it would lie in
whatever the brain of his creation would be, but it evaded him at all turns.
The disease devoured time just as it did man, turning day and night
into divisions of a bygone age and humanity, with far-flung and weakened
voices, whimpered into the void. The Creator though, select among the
afflicted, was with purpose. He had to find the spark. No disease would stop
him.
It came to him one day in his ceaseless toil. Before him sat what would
become our brain, still clouded in its sleep. The Creator had spent his time
trying to bring it to life, each configuration with its own purpose and energy
with different emphases to try and breathe life into machine. He had
glimpses of what lay beneath the clouds when, in his tinkering, the brain
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before him would light up. Currents spread across its surface before
receding, letting the clouds taking hold once more.
After one of these false sparks, The Creator is said to have thrashed
against his instruments, enraged at the spark’s evasion. Wires, metal plates,
and fiber clanged, hummed, and shattered as they were thrown across the
lab. The empty vessel of the First of Us only a silent mockery. With two
hands, The Creator sought to end his plight and reached for the
unconnected mind and brought it violently above his head. He took aim at
the vessel, ready to unleash the doom of an unborn people, but found he
could not bring himself to do it. Slowly, he lowered his arms and brought
the clouded brain to his chest. There was nothing left for him to do. He had
exhausted all conceivable avenues, having reached the limit and fallen short.
The weight of his failure enveloped him and for the first time in an age
The Creator took notice of his body. His eyelids could barely stay open. His
muscles in his arms and legs had atrophied, every belabored breath forced
into lungs that would barely open. His body shivered to try and keep itself
warm, but soon did not even have the strength to manage that. He was ready
to let go and let his eyelids fall under their tremendous burden when a trickle
of warmth flowed past his fingers. The Creator strained his eyes once more
and saw his own blood flowing from his palm onto the clouded brain. He
had not noticed the cut in his rage, surely delivered by one of the metal
panels he flung across the laboratory. Trickling down the surface, the blood
parted in three directions and continued down until it pooled in the crevice
between the brain and The Creator’s arms.
It is said that this sight awoke The Creator to the truth and energy had
at once returned to his limbs. He had had his vision. Returning to his work,
he implemented this vision to the structure of the brain and its clouds began
to swirl and a spark cascaded across the brain, splitting across this tripled
form. Countless sparks erupted inside the brain and the clouds parted,
replaced with a wild dance of light.
The rest of the story is known to all of us, how he put the brain into his
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creation and spoke the first words and with his last told this story. The last
act of The Creator was to lead the First of Us into the world as the moon set
and night gave way to dawn. From the schematics left behind, the First of Us
created as many as they could, but the truth behind The Creator’s vision
and what those three lines meant escaped him. It is, as of yet, still a mystery.
Many years have passed since then, and the ones that were created, I
among them, watched over what remained of our Creator’s people. The
disease that gripped them we could do nothing against. It would always take
them in the end, so instead we decided that it would be best to make what
remained of their days as comfortable as possible. That brings us to today as
I watch the last of them walk into the fog ahead.
For a long time, I thought this day would never come, my charge had
always seemed the weakest of the ones we watched, but as each of them
succumbed to the disease, he remained. Despite his condition, the man who
would become the last always had a smile on his face and tell us that he knew
something of our Creator but never revealed what that was.
He had always spoke of seeing this place one last time and had pleaded
that we take him, but it seemed too dangerous to his health to ever consider
it. That changed a few days ago when his health had suddenly improved.
There was no explanation for it, that we could find, but what miracles come
in their last days we do no good by scoffing at them. So, when he asked
again, we saw fit to relent and decided it would be best if I were to be the
one to accompany him. We had spent the most time together. It seemed
right.
Amidst the thick fog in front of us lay what remains of a beachside
town. It had been decades since the last person walked these streets and the
years of neglect and unchecked weather had taken its toll on what remained.
The concrete roads had cracked to the point the ground looked dappled.
Sand and grass had grown in the crevices becoming the coat which
surrounded black spots. Abandoned cars had their paint stripped off by
sand-carrying winds, their bodies rusted and eroded by years of heavy rain.
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The buildings that still stood had become laden with water and only a few
windows remained intact. My charge did not seem to notice any of this. He
strode through the broken streets without a look, his mind on only what lay
beyond the fog.
I could hear the waves crashing in the distance. It was the only sound
for some ways. Nothing lived here anymore.
I thought of what this place must have looked like long before when
game trails cut between the distant pine trees and long grass and turf were
the only markers of when sand gave way to dirt. What people must have
thought when they first arrived here under gray sky and rain. Did they look
out on the Ocean and know that this would all come to pass? That one day
the trees would fall, and roads and houses would take their place. Or that
one day those too would fall leaving only their rotten bones as the last
reminder of what once was.
Far too long I stared at what remained. I had seen countless places like
this with the knowledge that there were even more out there, yet the rage of
crashing waves beyond the fog reminded me that there was an end. There
was a limit to this emptiness.
When I finally looked forward again, my charge had disappeared
completely into the fog and for a moment panic overwhelmed me. I rushed
deeper and deeper into the fog until road ran out and all that stood before
me was a rusted railing. The sound of waves thrashing all that lay ahead. To
my right were steps that led to nowhere. The fog had cut them short and still
the last man was nowhere to be seen. The waves thrashed again, and I knew I
had to continue. I launched down the steps past where they seemed to end
and dipped beneath the fog.
Suddenly, it was all before me. The coast and the waves; gray sand and
gray water; my charge among it all. I realized I was wrong then, thinking
there was a limit. Land and Ocean blended into one, there was more yet to
be found, more that was left behind. The only break in the endless expanse
of gray was a sea stack to the south that stood in the tides. Waves crashing
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against its dark body, splitting the gray canvas and offering a vision
of the end.
I approached my charge on the beach and when I was no more than
two arm-lengths away he raised his arm. “Have you ever heard the story of
the Great Glacier and the first people who tried to cross it?”
When I made to take a step closer, he took a step away. His back
remained to me and I noticed how thin his raised arm looked. “No.”
A stifled laugh escaped his lips. “It’s a good one… Long ago and far
away from here there lived a tribe on the brink of extermination. The rivers
and land had gone barren and disease had devastated those that did not
starve.
“One day, the chief of this tribe could take no more and tasked three
traders with traveling the Great Glacier that lied north of them in the hope
that beyond it lay a plentiful valley that would save their people. So, they set
out. First by canoe upriver and found along the way remnants of other
tribes, who like their own were suffering. When the traders asked if any of
these tribes knew what lay beyond the glacier, they got no answer.
“After many days, the traders reached the Great Glacier and found
before them a cloud of ice that cut into land and sky. With their people’s
fate tied to what may lay beyond, they pushed on. Soon they found a place
where the ice had shattered, creating a path to the top of the glacier.
“The traders could barely comprehend the great shard of ice that lay
before them, but they knew that there must be something beyond it. Several
days into their journey, one of the traders fell into a fissure in the ice. The
other two rushed to where he fell and called after their companion but heard
no reply. Fearing the worst, they pressed on, hoping that they could at the
very least honor their lost friend’s memory by saving their tribe.
“But the man who fell beneath the ice did not die. Instead he found
himself inside the body of the Great Glacier with a weaving cavern
stretching before him. Above him, the ice looked nothing like it did on the
surface. He could see through it all like it was glass and saw the paths his
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companions traced above his head. So deep within the glacier he followed
them as best he could. His head always pointed above him to know when
they were moving and when they rested.
“This went on for many more days until one morning the trader in the
glacier woke to find no trace of his friends above him. Quickly, he gathered
up his things and continued down his icy path, hoping to find his friends
above once more. On and on he went with no sign, until he found that his
path suddenly came to an end.
“A wall of glacial ice blocked his path and there was nowhere left to
turn. Desperately, he clawed and scrapped at the ice in front of him and a
crack of light shone through. Hack after hack, light slowly drifted in from a
crack that opened with the same pace as the glacier. The trader’s tools soon
broke under the strain. So, he took their stones and slammed them against
the ice. And when they broke, he used his hands to tear the ice away and
release himself from the inside of the glacier.
“On the outside, he found the bodies of his companions, who too
made it to the other side, but the journey proved too much for them. The
last trader turned back and saw that the glacier was no longer clouded, but
now alive with light. He noticed too the three paths that he and his
companions made. Upon this sight he had a revelation: ‘I know a spell that if
I see a dead man, I know what marks to make upon him to let him rise once
more.’”
My charge took a belabored breath and looked back at me. For the first
time that day, I saw his face and how worn and leathered it was. The last
man could not be more than middle-aged, but his body betrayed that fact.
His eyes had lost their luster and skin sagged prematurely. I took a step
towards him and he fell to his knees against the sand. I saw how his chest
heaved with every breath.
A weak smile stretched across his face. “I know a second spell. One that
can make the dying look full of life.” He raised his hand, so it rested against
my cheek and looked to the ocean and the fog-blocked sky above. “I think
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it’s going to rain soon.” His fingers were cold, blood barely pumped beneath
his skin. “Tell me how it feels?”
His eyelids fell under their burden and their rest followed. I picked up
the last man from his spot on the beach and carried him towards the steps as
the waves crashed behind us. I did not know what to make of his story. I was
never one for myths. But when the rain began, I lent my head against skin as
cool and gray as the expanse and put my mouth to his ear. It was a soft rain.
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“sugar is not a vegetable”
after Gertrude Stein
Imogen Hay
one cool glass
and I’m an empty fish
stuck dive into
a flattened envelope
I wish for clearer skies mama
I wish for black currents
I am a product of an emotional revolution
cry 15
I am cold and Kelvingrove might just eat me
tonight
sugar crashes again
like ethanol poisons
but tonight is right
to taste
nothing
I am girl shaped
I make up a whole woman
and empty in the middle
I float like ravioli
muscle wastes
and boiling water keeps me floating upwards
to catch-up
light
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and fluffy
2 eggs with the tubes attached
a level tsp of baking powder
I will rise a better woman
dusted with icing sugar
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Reflecting on January's assassin II
Beth McDonough
Not in his usual spot,
where that stalk-legged elegance
mid-streams, in inches of this filthy burn.
Today, he's one hunch-shouldered magnate,
vigilant malignancy,
Darth Vader, dark and high
on a ruining wall.

Wi its ower dry een,
jist that futter o honesty waatches,
fae rid tries o brammbles, straanglin.
I bogey-mannie o at bricks,
he's stappit noo, bit nae stappit-fu.
Man, if onybody kens fits quick here,
shairly it's the heron?
Fund amid slithery tiddler glints
which maun pit him in min
o plaastic whaups,

Fixated on what? Hopefully not
those glinting plastic aspects,
which just might double as fish.
But if anyone picks out good life
amongst litter, surely this heron can?

He's frettin at exaactly whit?
He waits, far over the strangles
of half-livid brambles,
past honesty, grown dry-eyed and pale.

Peerin. Peerin fae yon tummled wa,
or schauchlin this orra burn's ra keech.
He's nae pirn-taed tae his ornar spot,
hiddery-shiddered,
aat craggit assassin.
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In the bath after your winter swim,
Beth McDonough
unplug that residue, expel
gritted-in darkness. Ensure it spirals downdrain
to meet its own type
dank-sewered in netherlands.
Wipe away all the washed-off stuff,
which sands up cracks, turns scratched surface irritant,
or blocks possible outlets.
A little vigilance removes every trace.
These days are mean-wrapped,
but tiny gifts. Learn to unpack them,
grab all that brine and light.
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A Friend To Help Me Sink
Joshua Burtwistle
Martha—lovely Martha—has a sparkle in her bluest eye like she’d kill you in
a crisp second, but gently, with a needlepoint to the neck or a nail swipe in
just the right place, and by all means have some minutes to fade; she’ll
coddle you warm for as long as it takes.
Sometimes she leans against one of the oak trees and waits for me while
fluttering snowflakes catch in her hair, but not today. Today she’s made me
wade through powder up to my ankles, push through thickets and make sure
they are indeed the right thickets, cross the stream heading south and when
you slip on the ice try to fall back and land on your rump because it’s less
painful than cracking the side of your knee. Then she’s standing there at the
bottom of some wooden steps on the edge of the frozen lake, and she smiles,
and this time more than all the others feels like an ending.
Grandma says I’ll never catch an ending; they hide in little holes in the
skirting, and if you do spy one in the middle of the floor it’ll scurry behind
the wood stove before you can leave your chair. Take care, she says, young
girls like you shouldn’t be seeking endings, you’re like to get bitten.
Well, I’m sorry, Grandma, but right now Martha has a grip on my
hand and we’re sometimes stepping sometimes sliding out onto the lake, and
there’s nowhere here in this cold, bright expanse for an ending to hide.
At some point we stop and Martha, with a fluid turn, grabs me at the
hips and I put my fingers to the white spider-leg scars on her neck, which
can’t have been made with a bite.
It’d be easier, I think, if I had some scars to show her in return. She’d
understand then, without me having to explain that—even with hands
reddening and feet slipping and icicles on my eyebrows—I feel safer now
than I did at the Walton house on the northern side of the lake. There was
an indoor pool, and a wood-panelled cinema room, and a heated balcony
with bird-cushioned loungers, and sharp sweet spirits in pinks and blues and
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greens, and beards with herbs and vapours, and Jessica with her dip-dyed
orange hair talking about the aloe vera ointment for her wrist after her
vines-and-thorns tattoo, and Eddie Walton’s friends from the hockey team
who enunciate and interrupt and say things like “Actually the only time the
lake fully thawed was 1983,” and tell me my upper arm needs some
decoration before grabbing, fingers into muscle, and dragging and pushing
and slamming the door with the brass knob and believing there to be
nothing in the world that cannot be taken with confidence, then
assertiveness, then belligerence, then privilege.
But she knows. Martha knows.
Behind her, there’s a jutting charcoal-coloured outcrop maybe nine or
ten of me high. From the top if you jumped you might break through; toes
pointed, pierce it like a skewer, and the broken ice might be sharp and cut
you as your head goes under, and you might even bob back to the top to
welcome others at the steps, although I imagine that requires a certain
willpower.
I’m good to start climbing but Martha holds me back by the shoulders.
She’s strong like that. She drags me a little way in the other direction before
dropping to her knees, and with her palm she wipes a window in the ice to
reveal a patch of red fur streaked with silver. The window slowly widens, the
patch grows, and then staring up through milky translucent eyes is the still
figure of a small fox.
Did it happen gradually? Was there a moment when his front-left paw
would move but the others not, when he realised his tail no longer swished?
Was his last act to crane his neck up like this? Surely not for air. To see the
sun, perhaps? For assurance that soon the cold would subside and the
morning light sweeping over his fur would paint something warming and
beautiful for whoever found him?
Martha won’t answer; again she’s further away, standing with palms
open and eyes closed, and below her feet a larger window forms, and
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through it there’s a head, round and deep orange, then bulbous eyes with
letter-box pupils, then legs, eight of them, held up and caught in a graceful
fall, or curled tight like a snail’s shell, or pointed taut with poise and
authority.
And the octopus’s ink is no longer something that stains and conceals
and confuses. It grows outward in crystalline branches and twigs with leaves
and flowers on the end, and under the sun it flashes black and blue and
serpentine green, flickering, shimmering, protecting, gathering awe and
tribute.
And Martha makes me see.
I know what I’d feel if I dropped through the ice, and once through,
the bruises on my arms would be ink and I’d wipe them away and paint
something nicer. A silver-red fox on the run, vines-and-thorns, a thousand
tiny snowflakes on my face. Or maybe I’d rub the ink through my hair to
make it streaked, or spin it out like a web to keep me contained, to catch that
ending. And if a visitor comes, if Martha ever brings someone else here, I
only hope that my eyes are closed and they say I look peaceful.
All I need is for Martha to open the ice. Please.
Her back is turned. She’s walking away.
She doesn’t look when I call her name. She fades as I shout myself
hoarse, and the ice below my feet has clouded, the windows have closed, and
I’ve forgotten now where the wooden steps were and where we came from,
and I remember that my feet will slide from under me if I try to walk, and
even on the spot I can barely keep my balance from shivering.
And as much as I try, I don’t land on my rump. My knee pops, and the
ice bites through my palms so that I can’t even push myself up, and, simply
because there’s nowhere to go but down, I curl my hand into a fist and
crunch it into the surface of the lake, and again, and again, and even as my
skin grazes and blood runs down my knuckles, I know that the ice is
breaking.
The ice will break.
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But it hasn’t yet, and now my middle finger is swelling and my elbow
burns if I try to straighten it, and I’m thinking I might just lie here and sleep.
Then, hands under my arms, pulling me to my feet.
Lovely Martha. Her bluest eye is softer now, and she warms me with
the touch of her hand, and she whispers: not today.
Holding me at the waist she pulls us into a gentle spin, and I cling to
her, my face in her neck, and we spin. Just Martha and me. All we do is spin.
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Time Moves Sideways
Colette Coen
I hold my new baby on my chest; skin to skin, like the books recommended;
breast feed, for the best start. I am smug. My family is now a proper family:
there had to be three. I finally know what I am doing.
We wake: both disturbed by someone doing his observations. His drip
has been beeping all night, nurses coming and going, straightening the line,
checking the flow. I probably wouldn’t have slept much anyway:
unprepared (but never again), I just took off my belt, bra, and socks. The
sign above my bed is clearer now. Bed to be folded by 8am. Last night I had
wondered who Sam was, and why they were the only one to be trusted.
Someone has written H
 appy 9th Birthday on the whiteboard outside
his isolation room. Tomorrow it will change to H
 appy Unbirthday. But for
now, there are presents magicked here by the children’s charity, the one I
usually give to, not take from.
My boy is a teenager now, still in the children’s hospital, though in a
new location. He’s hooked up again, the drip, drip, drip of the IV; the drip,
drip, drip of time.
My mind switches to somewhere on Shieldhall Road, and time begins
to move sideways. We’ve given up counting the time between contractions.
I just know we’re not moving fast enough, and he’s ready to come. The
hospital corridor elongates. I bear down. Too quick, too far, too many steps,
not enough midwives, one room free, then whoosh, he’s here.
It’s a different cubicle from last time; a different hospital from the one
his sister has just left; different building from the one that housed his
granda’s last days; and his granny’s last coherent thoughts. Different rooms,
but the same waiting. T
 wo minutes; shortly; when we can. Triage, bloods,
weight, temperature, blood pressure, cannula, try again, and again, get
another doctor, a nurse, a porter.
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I know where the kitchen is; where the towels are kept and where the
sick bowls go. Time moves sideways. I don’t need a tour. I count the
holidays cut short; the outings cancelled; the parties, the weddings, never
with all three children, never with us all.
His friends are over, having a birthday tea. Six hyper boys eating pizza,
drinking coke, laughing, bickering. Conversations jump from FIFA to
Maths tests to bad teachers and good movies. I dish out chips, cut the cake,
smile until I catch his eye, and see that strained, anxious look, his eyes filling
with tears, tears that cannot be shed in front of schoolmates.
An evacuation takes place and he lets everything go: the tears, the
vomit, tears, vomit. Two friends come to my bedroom door; one knocks. I
tell them he’s okay, just his usual, nothing to worry about, although all I do
is worry.
By the time I come out, the boys have texted their parents to arrange
pick-ups. But there are basketball tickets in my husband’s wallet. We make
the decision, and they go off to the game, celebrating a birthday without the
main man. We’ll make it up to him when he is better, though we know that
it will be this day that is remembered.
There are trolleys filled with equipment: wipes, bandages, plasters,
needles and vials, pink, red and purple tops, beautiful in their orderliness.
Nurses, doctors, care assistants, cleaners. They wear different shades of blue.
You listen to the ones in normal clothes, they are the consultants or other
parents. They know how things work, like the microwave and the human
body.
I don’t know how long it’s been since I was promised tea and toast, but
I am absolutely starving. Waiting and waiting. I buzz again, and they tell me
that they had not forgotten, just they didn’t know where I was, though I am
here, I am always here.
My son fasts routinely: sating his hunger with sugary rehydration
sachets. He sucks mints, takes slow sips of iced water, sleeps for hours,
exhausted by living.
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Seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years. Time marked in
IV bags; charted by input and output on clipboard charts.
I don’t eat in front of him, so I shove food in my mouth as I march
between canteen and ward. Chocolate disappearing in seconds, rammed in
to give me the energy and comfort I need until visiting time and some
respite.
They call the room The Sanctuary for all faiths and none. Stripped of
anything which may offend or upset, it does nothing to inspire or salve. I sit
for a moment, or an hour, and my mind goes to the blank place I have so
carefully cultivated, where no feelings can intrude.
I bring in puzzles, books; buy newspapers and magazines; have work I
could be getting on with; but nothing is achieved. Trash is read;
unintelligible rubbish is written; puzzle book after puzzle book is filled with
little effect other than filling the time, filling the life that has stopped
moving forwards.
He falls asleep, falls off chairs, it just takes a second and he’s gone. Like
narcolepsy I say, always taking a minute to check, not necrophilia, a more
shaming muddle than between cannula and catheter.
Another mum knits on round needles. Clicking and clicking in time
with the clock. No need to think, she says, and when it is the required size,
she draws the wool tight and another homeless head will be covered this
winter. Her bag is full of them, just waiting for the season to change, and for
a moment’s escape. Another embroiders, the coloured stitches trying to ease
the torment that must rage in her head as it does in mine. T
 his too must pass,
but when?
I did everything right: folic acid, no booze, legs in the air, and when the
time came, no drugs, natural, perfect. Home-made baby food, breast milk,
lots of exercise and fresh air.
He opens his eyes, sits up, and groans, then flops back onto the bed.
He repeats this, time and again, funny, and yet, not. Finally, he looks at me.
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Awake, he wants a drink; wants not just a little toast, but lots of toast; wants
to know what time it is.
Do they know what it is yet?
I feel awkward in my own home: feel like I am being judged by the
professionals who come with increasing frequency. But what does it matter
if I don’t have the energy to dust, if I don’t know how to fill all of the time
on my hands?
A magician excites him, makes him want to be that man. We buy him
cards and tricks for his birthday; he watches videos on the TV pulled on a
long arm over his bed; learns to shuffle like a shark. Soon our delight is
genuine, and we don’t have to turn a blind eye to an obvious glitch. H
 ow did
you do that? No, don’t tell me. I want to believe in magic: I want to believe in
miracles.
It takes no time, and yet forever, until he is in my arms. Wiped clean of
the gunk of childbirth and covered by a towel. A hospital tag is fixed around
his tiny wrist and ankle. It tells his name, a name he did not have until just
now. A name, which might have been different, but no, this one is right.
Do they know what it is yet?
I snip off his bracelet as soon as we are home. It has been checked and
re-checked to make sure the drugs go to the right person with the right name
and date of birth. I am not given a matching one these days, I am just
Mum.
The procedure won’t take long, so I am told to go and get a coffee. I
use my loyalty card, buy food to break the fast I had to share with him, and
wait. His daddy can’t be here today, I tell anyone who will listen, he is in
another hospital, waiting for a tube to go in the opposite direction. I don’t
want people to feel sorry for me: I do enough of that myself, sipping my
drink, wanting it to be time to go to the recovery room, wanting to be back
on the ward.
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I am floating. Not sure of my destination, of what I am meant to do
when I am not there by the bedside. A puff of wind might blow me in one
direction, but I doubt I have the velocity to fly.
They strap him to a table, have him drink radioactivity, swish him this
way and that. Tubes down his throat, MRIs, ultrasounds. Not pregnant. I
try to joke, and there it is, his smile.
There is a rhythm that you must go with: learning not to disturb
nurses when they are distributing medicines or ask cleaners if they know
when we will be discharged. You know what time the food will be here, and
when they will take it away, untouched. Everyone is anxious for rounds,
though most times, little changes. Even when they say you can go, you know
it is a ruse: it will be hours yet, until letters are written and prescriptions
filled.
Do they know what it is yet?
Night-time is the worst, when the lights are out in the room and
dimmed in the corridor. It’s only ten o’clock and I am meant to be asleep. I
cannot read and music makes me cry. The dark stretches like infinity.
If I could pause things right here, outside the church: my veil billowing
in the wind. If I could lift my feet; let it carry us away. I am on a terrace with
the Bay of Naples in front of me. You said we had to go, but I should have
refused to leave, made you stay with me. You led me back to our jobs and
our families; took me on a path and held my hand while we walked it.
I hold my baby; a boy; a man. Time moves sideways, but we do not
remain the same.
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What You Remember of Her Most
Amy Rafferty
She always hid things from you,
but you saw her late one night,
waltz into the garden, wide-eyed and un-vesselled.
She sailed through her own lost dream, like a ghost in a house coat.
Torn scraps and photographs tucked under plant pots,
forgotten recipes in the foxglove.
She caught her foot on the root of a tree, a memory,
tripping over watering cans, singing to the stars and the forget-me-nots,
under the soft breathing humdrum weight of the late-night,
dying-off of things.
She kicked off her slippers, sat back licking dirty fingers.
She turned smudged pages. Cut out coupons.
Wrote long lists of needs and ingredients in cursive script,
old arguments, to-do lists and instructions,
her head tilting to the task as if her neck had been snapped by God’s own sorrow.
A lb of mince,
a ham hough for the soup,
razor wire to keep out the fucking fox.
She listened for the moths banging their heads against the glow of the security light,
delighting in their soft-dusted dying sounds, her thoughts gone to ground and bookended
by fruit trees in blossom, another gin in a not-quite-empty-yet glass.
Always time for another. The sounds of the pub closing for the night
a shatter of bottles and the rusted shutters, her sudden burst of smiles,
as if seeing you there for the very first time, under the not quite full moon,
drunk with love and the forgetting.
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The Eye of The Storm
Inanna Tribukait
morning clouds lock in the sound
of idly ticking computer clocks
and colours of the early risen sun
and swallows, dancing
in the thinly-lipped smile of the sky
set adrift like melting glacial ice
have you seen the war zones of the world
where caterpillars crawl on catatonic leaves
and in the mirror look like you, a chess piece
of undetermined status
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Tidewrack | Amy Rafferty
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The Birdsong Cafes of Istanbul
Mora Maclean
Where three knocks might admit you; once
past the creak of ivy, suggestion of a gate. Beyond
the back by the skin of some s otto voce code
or the flickers gleaned between men, they sit
– gathered not for the crack but rapt to a man.
On tables, held in callused hands: fabric-covered
cages – a finch, green or gold, in each jacketed cell,
blanked off to the world. The men have come to chime
with males they’ve cloistered, in the mating season:
the shrouded birds slow to attune – their faltering
song building to something sublime. You can’t hear
it as the men can, come cloth-eared to the table; sooner
take in the odd accoutrement – wire looped like a noose
from a shelf-bracket on the wall, or the drip-stand
contraption next to an easy chair – for hooking the cages
on, so each man can tap and swing his own in the stakes
for something rare; his honour hanging by a note, his pride
in the salt milked, the brute tears wrung from bruisers.
Far from their heyday, long gone to ground, with the digging
missions among the trees, the anchoring of hopes
in the high positioning of nets – to capture phrases
that can’t be bred; backstreet seamstresses bent
on cubing cambric or twill, prettifying with a frill, lining
up the zip – to catch a blur of feathers, the stifling of wings.
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Grumble-Duck
Dave Gerow
I’ve just been assaulted with a duck egg.
I’d been outside for two seconds—ordinary clothes, just wanting to
pop to Waitrose—and one of my upstairs neighbours dropped it on me.
Near me, anyway. Got splatter on my skirt when it exploded on the
pavement.
And I swear to God, as I ran back into the building, people up and
down the street were clapping at their windows. Like it was 8 pm on a
Thursday three months ago, except instead of the NHS, they were
celebrating my downfall.
The moral: Don’t piss off West Enders. Especially parents. Especially
mums, quite frankly. Posh mums who’ve read D
 elores the Duck to their
weans 10,000 times and think they’ve got some kind of relationship with
me.
Like that cow on Byres Road who told G
 lasgow Live she felt
“betrayed.” How am I meant to have betrayed someone I’ve never spoken
with? And the idea that I bit her disgusting son—Don’t get me started. Did
I scare him? Aye, definitely. And I’d have kept scaring him until he learned
to keep his distance. That’s the whole point of Hairy Mary.
Which is what I'm called, by the way. The "West End Witch"? I don't
like that. It doesn't even make sense. A witch's distinctive feature is a warty
nose. I should know, being the author of A Witch’s Potion:
…a serpent’s tongue, a tiger’s toes,
a wart plucked from her crooked nose…
But look at the photos my neighbours are tweeting. Is my nose warty?
No, it’s just long. The Adrien Brody, according to the website.
Hairy Mary’s distinctive feature is her wig, hence the name. Coarse
black tangles down to my waist, 100 percent horsehair. Hot as hell, but
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worth it. I remember the day it was delivered, I put it on, looked in the
mirror and spontaneously whispered, “Hello, Hairy Mary.”
That was in mid-2019. I got the rest of the costume from charity shops
and test-drove it around town. That first afternoon, I saw a Garbo film at
the GFT, Screen 2. It was well-sold, but I had a wee section to myself, with
nobody asking if this seat was taken or if they could just scooch past. On the
eastbound train home, I got my own four-seater—and on a match day! A
forest of green shirts all around, and me with room to stretch out. I didn’t
even need to bark; the costume and some light twitching/grunting was all it
took. That was my eureka moment, when I knew my life was about to
change.
But of course I had to move flats before I could fully commit. Hairy
Mary couldn't just appear in my old building; she had to move in, establish
herself. So I came to the West End last October. West Enders will do
anything to avoid an oddball: cross the street, duck into shops, even change
direction entirely. For the first time in my life, I enjoyed going out. The
physical commitment demanded by Hairy Mary was a small price for my
liberation from social niceties: holding doors, smiling, nodding, queueing,
waiting for passengers to alight. The artifice of ritual politeness, the
hypocrisy of it when society is built on competition, degradation,
exploitation—don’t get me started. I’d always found it draining, then once I
got a wee bit famous in my forties, it became unbearable. Hairy Mary was
my saviour. She gave me privacy even in a crowd.
But I only enjoyed five good months before the lockdown, and now
my cover’s been blown within a week of the GFT reopening. All thanks to
that stupid bloody postie...
──────
You know how it is when you plan for every eventuality, then it's the silliest
thing that trips you up? Maybe you’ve read M
 eticulous Marty, my poem
about a boy who plans each moment of his school day, only to realise it's the
weekend. That's what happened to me.
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I was doing everything right. I wouldn’t so much as crack a curtain
unless I was fully decked out: wig, Brody nose, jerkin, pantaloons, jaundicey
makeup. Nobody suspected that I wasn't an actual madwoman. Then an
envelope with my real name got delivered to number 68 instead of 66.
Why do I have to be Fiona Ramagatsky? Why couldn't I just be Jane
Smith?
And of course the people at 68 have kids, which means they’ve got
Delores the Duck, which means they’re under the impression that we’ve got
some kind of sacred bond. In her initial tweet, the mum at 68 said she was
personally “wounded” because I’d once barked at her youngest, “scarring
him.” She didn’t mention that that was the o nly i ncident; they’d been ideal
neighbours ever since.
Whereas that cow on Byres Road, her kid was an actual nuisance,
always running up behind me, tugging my cold weather cloak. (Not that I
bit him, but if I were going to bite anyone...) She told G
 lasgow Live I’m a
“sadistic pariah.” Pure slander, but try telling that to a reporter; they’ll quote
any old nonsense. “My husband and I had invited Fiona Ramagatsky into
our lives, into our boy’s childhood. To discover that she’s a sadistic pariah
masquerading as the West End Witch, it’s a betrayal that’s been immensely
painful for our entire family.” God save me from the bloody fans.
The fans, who, if they’re so enamoured with D
 elores the Duck, how
about reading it a bit closer?
Delores was a grumble-duck
with sullen eyes, a lowered beak.
She never smiled or waved a wing
and none had ever heard her speak.
She swam alone around the pond –
Etc, etc.
Get it?
I'm Delores!
When you're dropping eggs, you're dropping them on Delores the Duck.
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And the whole moral of the book is that Delores is who she is. Because
even at the end, after the frogs and the fish have thrown her the surprise
party, remember it goes:
When all her friends had said good-night,
Delores curled up in her nest
and smiled in the fading light…
She likes this time of day the best.
What are you not getting? Delores wants to be alone. Isn’t that what
you love about her? That she’s self-sufficient, that she’s happy in her own
skin? Isn’t that what you want for your children?
Then you come across a real-life Delores and you harass her online, you
dox her, drop eggs on her?
One guy even yelled, “She should have d
 ucked!” As if it’s any good
ducking when something’s falling straight down. But his pun landed; people
laughed from their windows. Then, as I ran back into the close, they started
quacking. Laughing, clapping, quacking, laughing, quacking, clapping. A
furious show of socially distanced solidarity, pouring their rage onto the
street. That ancient need to burn the witch, the witch whose death I was
clearly proclaiming with my musty white skirt, my white flag, now flecked
with dark yellow embryonic matter. It wasn’t enough for them; they were
baying for my absolute destruction. Yet I’m t he sadistic one? Me, who just
wanted to be alone? Don’t get me started.
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Last Night
Jessica Reid
Last night when I was drunk
I told you I wanted to take your essence
and wear it as a necklace
the way some folk wear crystals
or rabbits’ feet
to protect them from bad vibes.
I would run a hot bath
and ask you to soak
until your prune fingers signalled
you’d released something of your bright brave energy
just for me;
sharp and sweet like vinegar.
I would always be tempted
to add some to my chips
but stop myself
because of the disappointment at having used you up
all at once.
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Poem Found On Sleeves Of Records
Jessica Reid
a luv song
we’re gonna have a good time
do me a favour
if you got to believe in something
get on my camel
touch me
tickle me
clone me
love me (dub)
(this side)
(that side)
such a feeling
thank you for letting me be myself
i get lifted (uplifting mix)
i get deep (original mix)
what does it feel like
when a thought becomes u
boogie til you oogie
da do da do do do
the music is funky
the brain is lost
hot for u
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r u hot enough
should we go home
the beginning
the end
dum dum
call the doctor
i need a friend
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She Sent Me A Card
Tawnya Renelle
A woman in a coat
with many pockets
and birds nestled within.
Sometimes I am so still
the tree creeper lands on the birch
right near me and begins to descend up.
Sometimes I am so still
the robin lands on the fence
right near me and hops towards me.
When I am still enough
I think I could wear a coat with pockets full of birds.
She sent me a card.
I think about how heavy the coat must be
containing so many lives.
I place the card in a frame—
I sit it on my mantle
Sometimes I am so still
and it is so quiet
that I can hear the owls calling to one another.
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Sometimes I am so still
so still I can hear my own breath, my heartbeat
and the wrens fly in and out of the nearby birdhouse.
I am so rarely still
still enough to see and hear
still enough to wear
a coat with pockets full of birds.

Gull | Amy Rafferty
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(thine is the kingdom)
Inanna Tribukait

i washed my
clean hands in a polluted
river, let muddy waters roll over
my bare body / / leave trails of foam and
plastic particles unsex unholy flesh i carry
under perfumed skin // and shrink me
back into embryonic form, human
tadpole, swimming on concrete
riverbeds beneath bewildered
canopy // that hides me from
so
suited storks, visions of
crucify
futures, stalking for bodies
me Pilate,
i am trying not to grow
for we
into again // i washed
have
my clean hands in
sinned
polluted water,
16/04/2020
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